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THE ZERO SET OF CONFORMAL VECTOR FIELDS

ANDREI MOROIANU AND LIVIU ORNEA

Abstract. We show that every connected component of the zero set of a conformal
vector field on a Riemannian manifold is totally umbilical.
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1. Introduction

A well-known result of S. Kobayashi, [3], states that the connected components of
the set of zeros of a Killing vector field on a Riemannian manifold are totally geodesic
submanifolds of even codimension (the case of of isolated singular points is included).
This is a purely local result.

In [1], D.E. Blair proved the similar statement for conformal vector fields, the zero set
being now a totally umbilical submanifold. However, his proof only works on compact
manifolds and makes explicit use of the Obata theorem.

In this short note we prove that, in fact, the result is local, like that of Kobayashi.
However, we were not able to prove it in full generality. Precisely, we could not prove
that each connected component of the zero set of a conformal vector field is always
a submanifold. For Killing fields, this follows by identifying this set with the image
through the exponential map of a vector subspace of the tangent space. In the conformal
case, we could not find a connection whose exponential map play this rôle. We thus need
to assume that the zero set contains a differentiable curve. We do not know whether
this assumption can be removed or not.

2. Main result

Let ζ be a conformal vector field on a Riemannian manifold (Mn, g) (n ≥ 3). We
denote by ξ its metric dual 1-form, and by ϕ := −δξ/n. Then ξ satisfies:

∇Y ξ =
1

2
Y y dξ + ϕY ♭, ∀Y ∈ TM. (1)

In [2, Theorem 2.1], Capocci proved the following result:
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Theorem 2.1. [2] Let x be a zero of the conformal field ζ. Then ζ is a homothetic
vector field with respect to some conformal metric g̃ defined on a neighbourhood of x if
and only if the gradient of ϕ with respect to g belongs to the image of ∇ζ at x; moreover,
ζ is Killing with respect to g̃ if, in addition, ϕ(x) = 0.

Hence, if 2.1 applies, the connected component of the zero set of ζ is totally geodesic
with respect to g̃, and hence totally umbilical with respect to g (see, e.g. [1, pp.2–3]).

We can now state our result:

Theorem 2.2. Let ζ be a conformal vector field on a Riemannian manifold (Mn, g)
(n ≥ 3). If a connected component of its zero set contains a smooth curve, then this
connected component is a totally umbilical submanifold of M .

We show that we can apply Theorem 2.1.

From now on we identify 1-forms and vectors via the metric g whenever there is no
risk of confusion. We fix some point x onM , and a local orthonormal frame {ei} parallel
at x. We also assume that all vector fields X , Y ,... are parallel at x in order to simplify
the computations. Differentiating (1) in the direction of some vector field X yields

∇X∇Y ξ =
1

2
Y y∇Xdξ +X(ϕ)Y, ∀X, Y ∈ TM. (2)

On the other hand, we also have

∇X∇Y ξ = RX,Y ξ +∇Y∇Xξ
(1)
= RX,Y ξ +∇Y (

1

2
X y dξ + ϕX). (3)

We use Einstein’s summation convention on repeated subscripts. From (2) and (3) we
get

∇Xdξ =
1

2
ei ∧ (ei y∇Xdξ)

(2)
= ei ∧∇X∇eiξ

(3)
= ei ∧ (RX,eiξ +

1

2
X y∇eidξ + ei(ϕ)X)

= ei ∧RX,eiξ +
1

2
∇Xdξ + dϕ ∧X.

To compute the curvature term we can use the first Bianchi identity:

ei ∧RX,eiξ = ei ∧ ejR(X, ei, ξ, ej) = ei ∧ ej(R(X, ej, ξ, ei) +R(X, ξ, ei, ej))

= −ei ∧ ejR(X, ei, ξ, ej) + 2RX,ξ,

whence ei ∧RX,eiξ = RX,ξ. The previous equation yields

∇Xdξ = 2RX,ξ + 2dϕ ∧X. (4)

Lemma 2.3. Let Z denote the zero set of ζ. Assume that Z contains a smooth curve
c(t) (that we may suppose parametrized by arc length, i.e. g(ċ, ċ) = 1).

Then ∇ċζ = 0, ϕ(c(t)) = 0 and ċ(ϕ) = 0.
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Proof. Extend ċ to a vector field Y on M . Since the flow ϕs of Y through any point of
the curve c stays (locally) on the same curve, the Lie derivative of ζ with respect to Y
vanishes at every point of c:

(LY ζ)c(t) = −
d

ds
|s=0((ϕs)∗ζ)c(t) = −

d

ds
|s=0(ϕs)∗(ζϕ−1

s c(t))) = 0.

We thus get at c(t)
∇ċζ = ∇Y ζ = ∇ζY = 0.

Moreover, since g(∇ċζ, ċ) = ϕg(ċ, ċ) = ϕ, we must have ϕ(c(t)) = 0. Differentiating
this with respect to t yields the last relation.

�

Taking (1) into account we get ċ y dξ = 0. We differentiate this relation with respect
to ċ and obtain at any point of c:

0 = ∇ċ(ċ y dξ) = ∇ċċ y dξ + ċ y∇ċdξ
(4)
= 4∇ċċ y∇ξ + 2Rċ,ζ ċ+ ċ(ϕ)ċ− 2dϕg(ċ, ċ)

= 4∇ċċ y∇ξ − 2dϕ.

This shows in particular that dϕ (more precisely, the gradient of ϕ with respect to g)
belongs to the image of ∇ζ at c(0).

According to Theorem 2.1, this completes the proof.
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